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Publicity 1878

secret publicity isbn 90 5662 467 9 u s 32 50 paperback 5 25 x 7 75 in 208 pgs 38 b w item march art

Publicity 1878

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is
culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the
preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you
enjoy this valuable book

Secret Publicity 2005

the essays in this volume offer a reassessment of jeremy bentham s strikingly original legal philosophy early on bentham discovered his genius
for legislation legislation included not only lawmaking and code writing but also political and social institution building and engineering of
public spaces for effective control of the exercise of political power in his general philosophical work bentham sought to articulate a
public philosophy to guide and direct all of his legislative efforts part i explores the philosophical foundations of his public philosophy his
theory of meaning and framework for analysis and definition of key concepts his theory of human affections and motivations and his
utilitarian theory of value it is argued that while concepts of pleasure and happiness play nominal roles in his theory of value concepts of
publicity equality and interests emerge as the dominant concepts of his public philosophy part ii explores several dimensions of bentham s
jurisprudence including his radically revised command model of law his early reflections on justice and law in adjudication his theories of
judicial evidence constitutional rights the rule of law and international law the concluding essay demonstrates the centrality of the
notion of publicity in his moral legal and political thought emerging from this study is a positivist legal theory and a utilitarian moral
political philosophy that challenge in fundamental ways contemporary understandings of those doctrines

Publicity 1878

a collection of essays reassessing jeremy bentham s strikingly original legal philosophy

Publicity 2013-11-01

what did publicity look like before the eighteenth century what were its uses and effects and around whom was it organized the essays in this
collection ask these questions of early modern london together they argue that commercial theater was a vital engine in celebrity s
production the men and women associated with playing not just actors and authors but playgoers characters and the extraordinary local
figures adjunct to playhouse productions introduced new ways of thinking about the function and meaning of fame in the period about the
networks of communication through which it spread and about theatrical publics drawing on the insights of habermasean public sphere
theory and on the interdisciplinary field of celebrity studies publicity and the early modern stage introduces a new and comprehensive look at
early modern theories and experiences of publicity

Utility, Publicity, and Law 2019-07-29

this essay is based on a featured lecture that i gave as part of the cardozo arts entertainment law journal s 2 symposium on a proposed
right of publicity law in new york the essay draws from my recent book the right of publicity privacy reimagined for a public world published
by harvard university press insights from the book suggest that new york should not upend more than one hundred years of established
privacy law in the state nor jeopardize its citizens ownership over their own names likenesses and voices by replacing these privacy laws with
a new and independent right of publicity law at least not the versions thus far proposed the essay begins by busting a host of myths about
the development of privacy law in new york and across the nation the tort based right of privacy was and remains the original right of
publicity and was even referred to as a right to stop unwarranted publicity privacy laws from the beginning protected the famous and
anonymous alike and allowed for recovery of economic and business damages as well as of emotional distress and reputational harms in the
essay i debunk the common albeit erroneous claim that the right of publicity was created in 1953 by the second circuit court of appeals in
haelan labs v topps chewing gum instead the turn to a transferable and independent of privacy right of publicity actually occurred later
and was driven in part by hollywood lawyers and heirs of celebrities who saw the advantages of a transferable property right in a person s
identity such a shift however is often at the expense of the very individuals the right of publicity is supposed to protect the essay concludes
with some recommendations for new york and for right of publicity and privacy laws more generally

The Right to Know 1981

this book examines the relationship between the writings of henry james and the historical formation of mass culture throughout his career
james was concerned with such characteristically modern cultural forms as advertising biography and the new journalism forms which
together constituted the devouring publicity of modern life richard salmon s study situates james s fiction and criticism within the context
of the contemporary debates surrounding these rival discursive practices he explores both the nature of james s contribution to the critique
of mass culture and the extent of his immersion within it james s persistent and ambivalent negotiation of the boundaries between private and
public experience ranged from a defence of the artist s right to privacy to his own counter practice of publicity
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Utility, Publicity, and Law 2019-07-25

the papers collected in this volume all discuss the ways and extent to which the determinants of meaning must be public in the philosophy of
language there are currently two main traditions concerning the relationship between meaning and public phenomena according to one
tradition language is public in principle so that there can be nothing to the meaning of linguistic expressions that cannot be accounted for in
terms of the behaviour in context of linguistic subjects according to the other tradition linguistic meaning is determined by the content of the
mental representations that are expressed in overt speech acts on such views the properties of the mental are prior to language and
linguistic meaning should be explained by appeal to mental concepts there divergent traditions leave us with a question is linguistic meaning
to be explained on the basis of a pre linguistic biological or mental capacity which goes public in overt speech or is it to be explained on the
basis of pubic behaviour in context which goes private in thought and which determines the contents of the mental

Publicity and the Early Modern Stage 2021-05-07

in recent decades media outlets in the united states most notably the internet have claimed to serve the public s ever greater thirst for
information scandals are revealed details are laid bare because the public needs to know in publicity s secret jodi dean claims that the public
s demands for information both coincide with the interests of the media industry and reinforce the cynicism promoted by contemporary
technoculture democracy has become a spectacle and dean asserts that theories of the public sphere endanger democratic politics in the
information age dean s argument is built around analyses of bill gates theodore kaczynski popular journalism the internet and technology as
well as the conspiracy theory subculture that has marked american history from the declaration independence to the political celebrity of
hillary rodham clinton the author claims that the media s insistence on the public s right to know leads to the indiscriminate investigation
and dissemination of secrets consequently in her view the theoretical ideal of the public sphere in which all processes are transparent
reduces real world politics to the drama of the secret and its discovery

The Right to Know 1980

reveals the development of the idea of the people through print and publicity in 1790s london this title is also available as open access

Essay on Political Tactics 1791

this insightful book examines how the original concept of publicity has been reduced to mean the right of media to access and print
information visit our website for sample chapters

The Right of Publicity 2018

publicity and the canadian state is the first sustained study of the contemporary practices of political communication focusing
holistically on the tools of the publicity state and their ideological underpinnings advertising public opinion research marketing branding
image consulting and media and information management as well as related topics such as election law and finance privacy think tank
lobbying and non election communication campaigns publishers website

Henry James and the Culture of Publicity 1997-10-02

through a series of close readings of two major figures of the modern movement adolf loos and le corbusier beatriz colomina argues that
architecture only becomes modern in its engagement with the mass media and that in so doing it radically displaces the traditional sense of
space and subjectivity privacy and publicity boldly questions certain ideological assumptions underlying the received view of modern
architecture and reconsiders the methodology of architectural criticism itself where conventional criticism portrays modern architecture
as a high artistic practice in opposition to mass culture colomina sees the emerging systems of communication that have come to define
twentieth century culture the mass media as the true site within which modern architecture was produced she considers architectural
discourse as the intersection of a number of systems of representation such as drawings models photographs books films and advertisements
this does not mean abandoning the architectural object the building but rather looking at it in a different way the building is understood here
in the same way as all the media that frame it as a mechanism of representation in its own right with modernity the site of architectural
production literally moved from the street into photographs films publications and exhibitions a displacement that presupposes a new sense
of space one defined by images rather than walls this age of publicity corresponds to a transformation in the status of the private colomina
argues modernity is actually the publicity of the private modern architecture renegotiates the traditional relationship between public and
private in a way that profoundly alters the experience of space in a fascinating intellectual journey colomina tracks this shift through the
modern incarnations of the archive the city fashion war sexuality advertising the window and the museum finally concentrating on the
domestic interior that constructs the modern subject it appears merely to house

Meaning and Publicity 2017-12-21

in the spirit of jeremy bentham s political tactics this volume offers the first comprehensive discussion of the effects of secrecy and publicity
on debates and votes in committees and assemblies the contributors sociologists political scientists historians and legal scholars consider
the micro technology of voting the devil is in the detail the historical relations between the secret ballot and universal suffrage the use
and abolition of secret voting in parliamentary decisions and the sometimes perverse effects of the drive for greater openness and
transparency in public affairs the authors also discuss the normative questions of secret versus public voting in national elections and of
optimal mixes of secrecy and publicity as well as the opportunities for strategic behavior created by different voting systems together with
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two previous volumes on collective wisdom cambrige 2012 and majority decisions cambridge 2014 the book sets a new standard for
interdisciplinary work on collective decision making

Publicity's Secret 2018-08-06

an examination of the origins and legacy of the conceptual art movement

Print, Publicity, and Popular Radicalism in the 1790s 2016-05-26

uncertainty surrounds the use of publicity as a means of controlling corporate crime on the one hand some agree with justice brandeis s
dictum that light is the best of disinfectants the most efficient policeman on the other hand many believe that corporations internal affairs
are effectively shrouded with a thick fog that prevents the light of public scrutiny from reaching them the impact of publicity on corporate
offenders is the first study to go beyond the rhetoric through an examination of corporate experience fisse and braithwaite have carried out
a qualitative inquiry concerning 17 large corporations involved in publicity crises based mainly on interviews the inquiry includes company
employees and former employees union officials officers of government regulatory agencies competitors independent accountants government
prosecutors public interest activists judicial officers stockbrokers and other experts

Principles of Publicity and Press Freedom 2002

widely recognized by contemporaries as the most powerful theologian of his generation jean gerson 1363 1429 dominated the stage of
western europe during a time of plague fratricidal war and religious schism yet modern scholarship has struggled to define gerson s place in
history even as it searches for a compelling narrative to tell the story of his era daniel hobbins argues for a new understanding of gerson as
a man of letters actively managing the publication of his works in a period of rapid expansion in written culture more broadly hobbins casts
gerson as a mirror of the complex cultural and intellectual shifts of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in contrast to earlier
theologians gerson took a more humanist approach to reading and to authorship he distributed his works both latin and french to a more
diverse medieval public and he succeeded in reaching a truly international audience of readers within his lifetime through such efforts gerson
effectively embodies the aspirations of a generation of writers and intellectuals removed from the narrow confines of late scholastic
theology and placed into a broad interdisciplinary context his writings open a window onto the fascinating landscape of fifteenth century
europe the picture of late medieval culture that emerges from this study is neither a specter of decaying scholasticism nor a triumphalist
narrative of budding humanism and reform instead hobbins describes a period of creative and dynamic growth when new attitudes toward
writing and debate demanded and eventually produced new technologies of the written word

Publicity and the Canadian State 2014-01-01

allan kaprow s sustained enquiry into the paradoxical relationship of art to life and into the nature of meaning itself is brought into life in
this expanded collection of his most significant writings

Privacy and Publicity 1996-02-28

what did publicity look like before the eighteenth century what were its uses and effects and around whom was it organized the essays in this
collection ask these questions of early modern london together they argue that commercial theater was a vital engine in celebrity s
production the men and women associated with playing not just actors and authors but playgoers characters and the extraordinary local
figures adjunct to playhouse productions introduced new ways of thinking about the function and meaning of fame in the period about the
networks of communication through which it spread and about theatrical publics drawing on the insights of habermasean public sphere
theory and on the interdisciplinary field of celebrity studies publicity and the early modern stage introduces a new and comprehensive look at
early modern theories and experiences of publicity

Secrecy and Publicity in Votes and Debates 2015-06-26

government secrecy presents the best that has been thought and written on the subject including history and philosophy theory and practice
justification and critique through readings which range from georg simmel on secrecy and max weber on bureaucracy and secret keeping to
post 9 11 concerns regarding freedom of information and presidential secrecy it enables readers to explore the issues and questions that
surround the government s right to keep necessary secrets or not this collection and the diverse perspectives it represents will engage
students and other interested parties in a discussion of the benefits and dangers of government secrecy the collection is designed to generate
questions regarding historical accuracy of government information information ethics professional neutrality ownership of information
public right to information national security and transparency the essays explore the criteria and conditions for government secret keeping
as well as contributing to public and academic discussion of the role of secrets in democracies

Conceptual Art and the Politics of Publicity 2003

librarians are beginning to see the importance of game based learning and the incorporation of games into library services this book is written
for them so they can use games to improve people s understanding and enjoyment of the library full of practical suggestions the essays
discuss not only innovative uses of games in libraries but also the game making process the contributors are all well versed in games and
game based learning and a variety of different types of libraries are considered the essays will inspire librarians and educators to get into
this exciting new area of patron and student services
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The Impact of Publicity on Corporate Offenders 1984-06-30

trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide readers with the highest quality reproductions of
fiction and non fiction literature that has stood the test of time the many thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from
libraries and private collections around the world the titles that trieste publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been
scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books the same way that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago
books from that period are often spoiled by imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form of blurred text
photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would occur with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that
the readers of trieste publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books
in the collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of
trieste publishing s titles receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them the
experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest
quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on demand however they may
also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored bulk rates

A Speaking Postcard 1992-01-01

established in 1911 the rotarian is the official magazine of rotary international and is circulated worldwide each issue contains feature
articles columns and departments about or of interest to rotarians seventeen nobel prize winners and 19 pulitzer prize winners from mahatma
ghandi to kurt vonnegut jr have written for the magazine

Authorship and Publicity Before Print 2012-02-28

Essays on the Blurring of Art and Life 2003-12-15

Publicity and the Early Modern Stage 2021-04-11

U.S. Army Recruiting News 1921

Government Secrecy 2008-12-30

Library Extension Work & Publicity 1927

Advance Copy of Paper on Publicity 1913

Games in Libraries 2014-02-11

The Writer's Guide to Self-promotion and Publicity 1990

Publicity for Public Libraries 1924

Essays on Canadian Writing 2017-09-13

Looking Forward 1913

Pilgrim Publicity News 1870
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The Church and the Age: essays on the principles and present position of the Anglican Church
by A. W., W. D. M., and others . Edited by A. W. and W. D. M. 1921-04
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A Critical Essay on the Hindoo Law of Adoption 1975
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